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A UNIT OF THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF GEORGIA 
AN EQUAL EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
NEAR WAKE BUBBLE DISTRIBUTION AND TRANSPORT 
by 
C. A. UZES 
in fulfillment of statement of work as per 
contract # 
e -21 -711-S1 
Abstract 
Sea State data on white water coverage and subsurface 
bubble distributions are extrapolated to obtain an estimate on 
the subsurface bubble dens ity scales at 100% coverage. The 
result is validated through'notions on results from white water 
bubble density and bubble surface lifetime measurements and is 
then related to time average surface ship near wake bubble 
densities. A connection is then made between time average 
surface ship near wake densities and ship speed. 
An ensemble of continuity equations describing bubble 
density evolution over distances less than a turbulent length 
scale is employed in connection with a turbulent spectrum to 
define a "random walk" description of bubble evolution. A view 
of bubble evolution being defined as a consequent set of maps 
leads to a simple computer code flow chart. The procedure is 
able to handle the large flow and density gradients that can be 
expected in the near wake region. 
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The long range goal of ship wake prediction is to be able to 
describe ship wake sensor response from surface ship class, 
environmental, and operating parameters. Since ship wake 
sensors respond either to the presence of wake turbulence and 
flow characteristics directly or to the presence of contaminents 
transported by the hydrodynamic wake, the basis for a ship wake 
description must necessarily involve a thorough understanding of 
the ship wake hydrodynamics. Indeed, knowledge of the wake 
bubble distribution and turbulent diffusion at a downstream 
Initial Data Plane (IDP) has already been seer, to lead to the 
ability to predict the subsequent wake bubble density evolution 
and acoustic sensor response in the mid and far wake regions in 
good agreement with available experimental data. The chief 
remaining difficulty is the characterization of the near wake, 
which should describe the near wake hydrodynamics and the 
transport of contaminents, particularly bubbles. 
In the past a great deal of wake data has been obtained by 
acoustic sensing of wake air bubbles and by interpreting the 
data using hydrodynamic and bubble transport models. But at 
present there exists no reliably interpretable acoustic data on 
the near wake. This are two reasons for this. First it is very 
difficult to get meaningful data so close to a ship's stern and 
secondly there exists no presently developed routines for 
interpreting acoustic sensor response associated with scattering 
and diffraction by bubbles in a region with a large anticipated 
air volume fraction. Hence one needs another method for 
inferring the wake bubble density distribution in the near wake 
region. The method of approach followed here is to investigate 
the implications of the existance of the visible white water 
surface wake, which in a practical sense defines the extent of 
the near wake region. 
In Part I of this report the connection between surface 
white water and the air bubble densities below is investi-
gated. In the context of a diffusive transport model it is 
shown that knowledge of the surface bubble distribution below 
the white water (hereafter referred to as the subsurface 
distribution) implies the bubble distribution in the wake below, 
given the flow velocities. Theoretical models for relating sea 
/A3 
state to white water coverage and subsurface bubble 
#o 5; 6 
distributions are then reviewed, as is their consistency with 
experimental measurements. Inferences drawn are then combined 




and measurements on bubble surface and whitewater 
IY`i" 
(patch) lifetimes to form estimates on the near wake subsurface 
bubble densities. 
In Part II of this report a description for the transport of 
the wake bubble population is presented. In the near wake 
region one expects large density and flow gradients, the 
presence of which makes use of a diffusive based description of 
bubble transport inappropriate. The transport mechanism used 
here is a generalized random walk whose allowed steps are 
defined by the characteristic trajectories of a set of bubble 
continuity equations, where each member of the set is in 
3 
correspondance to a possible hydrodynamic flow associated with 
mean and turbulent motion. A detailed formulation of a computer 
code based upon the external input of hydrodynamic mean flow and 
turbulent spectrum is included. 
Part I: Near Wake Bubble Distribution 
A. White Water Characteristics 
P-1. Motivation 
Areal and crow's nest photographs of surface ship white 
water wakes show regions of effectively 100% white water 
coverage immediately astern a ship, with the coverage decreasing 
to naught typically 4 to 13 ship lengths downstream depending 
upon ship length and speed. Experiments with white water foam 
typically give white water patch lifetimes of approximately 30 
seconds, usually much Jess than the observed white water wake 
length. Since the breaking wave action producing the white 
water, layer is certainly contained to within a 1/4-1/2 ship 
length astern, it is reasonable to assume that the white water 
layer is being maintained by a sufficient number of subsurface 
bubbles rising to the surface. In the present section sea state 
data is reviewed for the purpose of inferring the subsurface 
bubble population required to maintain the extent and coverage 
of the surface ship white water wake. 
A-2. Sea State Consideration 
White water coverage is defined simply as that fraction of 
the sea surface covered by white water patches. Experimental 
investigations on white water coverage as a function of sea 
3 
state have been carried out by Monahan (1971) and Toba and Chaen 
4 
1 
(1973) and the results reviewed and analytically arialized by Wu 
(1979). Wu finds that the white water coverage W is reasonably 
described by the equation 
3.1-5 
(I-1) 	 VV.= a U 
where U is the wind velocity measured at the standard anemometer 
height (10 meters above mean sea level). This result comes from 
an equilibrium consideration, with W being set proportional to 
the wind energy flux input to the sea surface, and is in 
agreemnt with experimental data. 
On-the other hand one cart also observe that the oceanic 
bubble population also depends upon wind speed. From the 
results of Kolovayev and Johnson and Cooke, Wu observes that 
the total number of bubbles (N) per cubic meter at a given depth 
obeys 
y.S 
(1 -2) 	 N = 	U. 
and in addition observes that the oceanic bubble distribution 4) 
giving the number of bubbles per cubic meter per micron 
is associated with a nearly universal probability density 
function. That is 
(I-3) 
is nearly independent of depth and wind velocity, as Figure I 
indicates. In what follows it will be assumed that (1-3) 
represents a sea state generated universal white water 
distribution. 
A-3. The White Water Distribution 
S 	 G 
The measurements by Kolovayev and Johnson and Cooke give a 
time average value for the equilibrium subsurface bubble density 
in a given sea state. As such the subsurface distribution does 
not represent an equilibrium condition between the white water 
bubble source current of subsurface bubbles and white water 
decay through the bursting of bubbles on the white water surface 
if the white water coverage is less than 100%. Thus if the 
equilibrium condition between the subsurface bubble population 
and surface white water is desired it is necessary to 
extrapolate the experimental data to the case where the white 
water coverage is 100%. 
Using (I-1) one can find the velocity U s for which W=1 and 
then use (I-2) to establish the total number of bubbles at the 
surface. Wu gives 
ot = 
while one can infer 
= 13.92 
This implies 
(I-4) 	 U= 39.13m/s N4 	2.2*10 B/m . 
The bubble distribution is then set by a proper choice of 
the distribution function f(r), or equivalently p with hf.4 
given by (I-4). Through trial and error it is found that a 
6 
sufficiently close fit to either of the distributions of 
Kolovayev or Johnson and Cooke is obtained with 
(I-5 ) 
	 f el;) dn, _ :4P L — —ex? (— vg.cs )] z 
0 
c'6x P 	(- 'Ad e ) .1 
where 
(1-6) 	 A./a, 
and where "a" is a characteristic bubble size given below. 
B) White Water Growth, Stabilization, and Decay 
B-1. White Water Data 
The data of Table 1 is extracted form Podzimek and 
illustrates the measured characteristics of bubbles (larger than 
300 microns) lying in a white water foam patch. The table gives 
the average number of bubbles 17 per unit surface area of the 
patch, the mean radius F , the average bubble wall thickness e l 
 and the liquid/air volume fraction vt /y,„ of the patch. 
As one can infer from the table, the average bubble size 
increases with the age of the patch at a rate of about 100 
microns every second. This implies that the average initial 
bubble size in a freshly created patch is of the order of 200 
microns, a figure which from the discussion below can be seen to 
be compatible with the results of the measured sea state 
distributions. 
7 
The reason for the evolutionary behavior of the white water 
patch surface bubbles can be attributed to the fact that the 
bubble surface lifetimes of small microbubbles is very short 
compared to large microbubbles ( .01 sec to .3 sec for 50 to 
500 microns). One can consider that there is little difference 
between a small microbubble in contact with either the sea 
surface or a large microbubble. As the larger bubbles 
accumulate more air from the smaller they also become more 
stable, up to a radius of approximately 3000 microns as Figure 
II shows (where the slope of the lifetime curve starts to 
decline). This apparent upper limit on radial size in the white 
water surface bubble population may be tied to this decrease in 
stability. 
B-2. White Water Air Volume Currents 
The rate of change in air volume of the white water patch 
per unit area is given by 
(I-7) 
	 d 	Ts 	w 
where Jww is the white water air volume current due to bubbles 
bursting at the air-water interface, J 8 is the air volume input 
current from the subsurface distribution, and A is the surface 
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8 
Again from the data of Pc'dzirnek (Table 1) and from 
m 	
8
easurments of BEL's (t 02. ) one can estimate the white water 
air volume current 
(I-9)  Tw hi Y.:* 	3 
7T -70 x 	 • 
L 1-51: 
From the data we take 







2 - Se G . 
Note that J s is given in,terms of the distribution function by 
m0.' 
0 
where v(r) is the bubble buoyant terminal velocity. 
B-3 Bubble Density Estimates 
On the scale of the approximations discussed, it remains to 
determine the appropriate values of p and q to be used in the 
subsurface distribution function (I-5). Wu gives the range of 
values 5 > q-p >3.5 while Podzimek notes that (equivalently) 
q-p = 4.17 for the larger bubbles of the white water surface 
distribution. If it is assumed that the white water average 
9 
bubble site growth rate of approximately 100 microns/sec is 
uniform for bubbles larger than say 200 microns then the 
Podzimek value suggests 4.17 for the subsurface distribution. 
Due to limitations on the experimental measurements the 
appropriate value of p is not established. Downstream data on 
wakes suggests that p=0 in contrast to that of Kolovayev and 
Johnson and Cooke, and this suggestion is also in better 
agreement with more recent optical (laser) data of Baldy and 
Bourguel and with the observed decrease in dissolution of small 
bubbles attributed to contamination. Hence here p=0. 
At some point in the white water wake one must have a 
stability point defined by 
(1-12) c_Th 	o 
dt 
where x here denotes downstream distance along the wake axis. 
Using (1-3), (I-5), (I-8), and (1-10) and (1-11) one finds that 









17r 	icr tit) fLA-) dA- 
a = 100 microns, 
corresponding to a subsurface distribution average value 
F 	710microns (approximately consistent with Kolovayev and 
Johnson and Cooke), one obtains 
, 
Ale ,t,r; 	x / 0 p,/ 3 
rri 
in good agreement with (4). 
C. The Wake Bubble Density Boundary Value Problem 
C-1. Bubble Density Evolution with the Free Surface 
Assuming then that the white water loss rate is determined 
by the white water subsurface distribution and vise -versa, the 
question arises as to whether knowledge of the subsurface 
distribution is sufficient to determine the wake bubble density 
distribution function everywhere below. 
Figure III depicts a rectangular coordinate system centered 
on the stern of a surface ship having the x-axis on the surface 
pointing downstream and 'the z axis characterizing depth. Thus 
the coordinate systerm moves with the ship speed us . The 
analysis below involves a steady state description. 
The sea surface will be treated here as a free surface, 
• 
meaning that the mean flow velocity w/ (J=1,2,3) and the 
effective bubble transport (diffusion) coefficients D I satisfy 
(I-15) 	W ( )51,0):: U 051 1 0) = 	(X)ir°) 	(X) g ) o) = 0 
d -E. 
The approach below is to show that knowledge of 4hx,y 1 0;r) on 
the free surface and v 5. (x,y 1 z) and DG'(x,y,z) is sufficient to 
i determine the derivatives SVihmfr
a




expansion in z about z=0 to define '(x,y,z;r) in the wake. 
Neglecting bubble coalescence, one can then write a bubble 
density continuity equation in the form 
( 1-16) 	 - 1>Gt °)2 ) 	641 )A, + 	te.., 3 - D3 -)0 	0 
C-2. Sea Surface Boundary Value Problem 




(1 -17) p„„„ th-s)! s). dos 
hr 
 //j simplifying the notation so that f en denotes 	et , and 
differentiating (1-16) n times with respect to z one obtains 
C 3 IL 	n, 	s 
(r)-)-1) 2. 17.a -re+) 	16).2. r„ -4- D Tap+Z 	1̂ 13 ti)ei 4-1 
(1 -18) 
	 !1-0 ,-( 4 (. L4-4 Lfr - 	 + 
pyl.1 




The second term in brackets on the "lhs" vanishes by virtue 
of the free surface condition, so that one can see that Ltaly,*,/X)1A-0 
is given by knowledge of 	e, and it (X, k7,0, *)) and 
1/4. o ds' 	 c.-TT4dx 	
w
3 ' - 
their z derivatives up to nth order. Letting w. r.= (x,y,Or/r) 
denote the bubble buoyant terminal velocity, one finds 
(1 -19) no-1 
tr)ilari 	
(rii-1)! X 
[ tiV:s Ike -1-1 -5 - 131 7 Li" 	t 2 j? 
12 
— p a L)T,] 
3 Z, 	04/44 	 oix 
1/41T) +0")D.E. 
z=0 
Since Li'lhyl ) ,Opi)is given in terms of LI", 	, 	)ty- 	at 
ce4 dedxr1 
(x,y 1 0;r), this is sufficient to show that all the Taylor series 
expansion coefficients in 
41 ( 1, 	Y) 	= 	( Y i n, 	+- 	 ) 	A- ) • z 
(I-20) 
can be found from knowledge of q)(x l y,O;r). Thus the wake 
distribution function is completely determined by the white 
water subsurface distribution(with the free surface 
characterization of the sea surface). 
Computationally, it is desired to convert the subsurface 
distribution into one on an initial data plane. The question 
arises as to how many data points are required on the surface to 
determine ?" on the lattice points on the IDP, particularly along 
the axial direction. Generally speaking computation of the nth 
order derivative requires data on n+1 lattice points, or 
conversely, knowledge of the first nth derivatives determines 
the function on n+1 lattice points. Depending upon the model, 
it is clear that in principle (1-19) can be iterated to obtain 




surface and thus the number of surface lattice points required. 
D. White Water and the Surface Ship Bubble Densities 
D-1. White Water Description 
Referring to "Physics of Sound in the Sea", typical white 
water wakes are illustrated therein in Figures 1-7 of Chapter 
26. A common characteristic of the white water wake is a bow 
wave generated white water trail, a hull boundary layer trail, 
both followed by and mixing with a trail due to stern wave 
generated white water to form the initial spreading region 
(ISR) . Thus one typically has dense region of almost solid 
white water lasting up to a ship length or so. This dense 
region then breaks up into patchy white water. The cause of the 
breakup into a patchy wake is here assumed to be geometrical, 
the increasing downstream width of the wake causes the solid 
stream of white water to,break up into patches with little loss 
in white water thickness. Thus it is assumed that the down 
stream decline in white water thickness is due chiefly to air 
volume loss. 
It is helpful to picture the growth and decay of white 
water. measurements on the persistance of bubbles in sea water 
indicate bubble surface lifetimes (BSL's) (.1 sec for radii < SO 
microns and BSLs of 1 sec or longer for bubbles of radii 500 
io 
microns or larger. Since the terminal velocity of the very 
small bubbles is also very small, less than 1 cm/sec, one has 
the picture of white water foam being first established by 
larger bubbles rising to and capping the surface and absorbing 
14 
the smaller bubbles coming up from below. As the larger bubbles 
burst they are replenished by the growth of smaller ones as they 
rise through the white water to the surface. 
Measurements on sea foam in the laboratory show a tendency 
towards a foam thickness of 1.7 cm and an average bubble radius 
of 2mm, which compares favorably with the white water patch 
measurements of Podzimek. For taking J 8 = 0, (I-8) implies a 
foam thickness of 
(I-21) 
	 k 	 x TL 
where TL is the average lifetime of a white water foam patch at 
low sea state. Using the data from Table I, where the average 
white water surface bubble radius 7- = 2mm while Toz25 sec, one 
finds that 
(1-22) 	 h = 1.25 cm., 
which compares well with the laboratory measurements on foam 
average foam thickness of 1.7 cm. 
D-2. Wake Subsurface Air Volume Current 
In what follows it will be assumed that at some point near 
the ships stern (in comparison to the overall white water wake 
length) the initial white water thickness is roughly independent 
of the production mechanism. On this basis the time average 
white water wake subsurface bubble density can be estimated 
assuming that the white water patch lifetimes are extended by 
15 
the subsurface bubble current densities. 
Let 
(1-23) 	 40.0:) = 	TB 
Then assuming that Jwsi is constant, if Tw denotes the lifetime 
of the wake beyond the production point the time average value 
of (I-6) is given by 
(1-24) 
	
--T. (.7. - 
Tw 
where cc is the time average value of 0.(t). Similarly, writing 
(I-21) in the form 
(I-25) 
	
h  = - "3-- p4 
TL 
one can easily determine by taking the ratio of (1-24) and 
(I-25) that 
(1-26) 
• 	I - Tyr, . 
It is reasonable to assume that the standard production 
thickness occures near the end of the ISR. Measurements 
indicate that the ISR has a typical duration of 4-6 seconds. 
With this in mind we shall take 
(1-27) rvy st: 	 j0/14 s 	L.Wrs/ 	s 
Ur 
where Lwrhifor a large number of ships is given in appendix C of 
the Peltzer report. 
Noting that ship classes within the DD, BB, and CV ship 
types and environmental conditions (which can be significant 19. ) 
were not distinguished in the Peltzer report, the table below 
gives ranges for values of .7, Tw, and us . 
of Tw (sec) Us (ft/sec) 
DD's .28 - .75 35 - 100 38 - 42 
BB's .68 - 	.81 79 - 131 38 
CV's .40 - .71 42 - 87 25 ,..,..,	- 	37 
The interpretation of ;E is as follows. The peak in 
the white water distribut4ons of Kolovayev and Johnson and Cooke 
is near 80 microns. Over the time period of the white water 
wake decay bubbles in this neighborhood and near the sea surface 
shift only a few microns in size, which means that there is 
little change in the effective bubble air volume current. Thus 
the small variances in 47 suggest that the white water 
subsurface densities of the three classes of ships included in 
the table may be nearly equal beyond the ISR, considering that 
the large bubbles have had time to rise out of the wake. The 
subsurface densities are nearly universal for the larger 
combatants. 
D-3. Wake Bubble Density Estimates 
16 
17 
In order to see what the given distribution means in terms 
of ship wake bubble densities, note that W =1 implies Tie 2*10 
B/m . This means, using the White Water depth dependence 
z 	(see Wu




at 7m depth if 
one makes a direct analogy with Kolovayev sea state data 	If a 
relatively flat effective wake distribution up to a 250 micron 
cutoff is assumed, consistent with previous sonar measurements 
and bubble evolution analysis, this would imply a density of 
1000 B/m 3./.4m. This lies in the ballpark suggested by 
attenuation and wake scattering strength measurements. With 
another view, if one estimates the total number of subsurface 
bubbles at propeller shaft depth by scaling the Kolovayev data 
and distributes them over the propeller wake one obtains a 
similar estimate of1200B/m m' This is again within the ballpark 
for wake attenuation and scattering strength measurements. 
Part II: Near Wake Bubble Transport 
A. Random Walk Transport Model 
A-1. Motivation 
At present a diffusion model of wake contaminent transport 
exists which successfully treats the mean down stream evolution 
of surface ship bubble wakes. However, in the near wake region 
where large density gradients exist it is possible for conta- 
minents to be transported diffusively faster than physically 
.■0 
realizable, since Jp = 	DI7L1/ and the bubble gradient can be 
very large due to the initial conditions. In addition the 
diffusion approach does not provide a means for the treatment of 
18 
wake fluctuations and thus the subsequent fluctuations generated 
in wake sensors. For this reason a random walk model is 
developed to treat wake fluctuations and the presence of large 
density gradients, similar to the method of Thorpe
g 
A-2 Transport and Flow Characterization 
It is assumed that a hydrodynamic wake program exists which 
provides as output a turbulent spectrum, that is a set of 
velocities F.7.4) 3 corresponding to a set of probabilities 1:,,z3 
describing the ciccurance of these velocities together with a 
time scale over which these velocities can be expected to occur. 
The bubble transport is then generated by this hydrodynamic flow 
spectrum together with a model for the bubble hydrodynamic flow. 
The latter is treated here by inputing the bubble buoyant 
terminal velocity. 
With respect to a coordinate system fixed on the ship's 
stern (illustrated in Figure III) at the waterline with the 
x-axis pointing downwake along the ship's axis, z giving depth, 
and y transverse position across the wake, the bubble density at 
(x,y,z) is given by 
t,UP where T 	is the density of bubbles due to the possibility of 
-1 
their transport to (x,y,z) via the flow field v
6 
.0 
A-3. Equations of Motion 
The evolution of 
a,Go 
along the streamline specified by v6,)  
14 
is determined by the continuity equation 
19 
( I I -2 ) 
) 
( ?) 4' 6) 
	
+ 	• 
where it is assumed that the motion along the streamfield 
v ()( x l y,z) is defined for the time T. Here q denotes the bubble 
radial growth velocity. It will be assumed that in the ships 
reference frame a steady state situation exists, so that all 
flow parameters are not explicit functions of time and the first 
term in (II-2) vanishes. 
Besides computation of the average density given by (II-1) 
the ensemble of evolution equations allow for the determination 
of average current density 
(II-3) 	 3- 	p.z 	(") LP ") 
and, for example, fluctuations such as that for the density 
(II-4 ) `k 	= 
A-4. Bubble Evolution. 
Since the wake evolves downstream x will be singled out as 
an evolution parameter. The density will be assumed to be known 
along a transverse plane x, and propagated by the ensemble to 
the plane x. Denoting u 	v , and w as the x l y, and z 
components of v (x l y,z), the solutions to the continuity 
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The trajectories (II-5) map the points x0 , y, zo into the 
points x,y,z: so that Figure IV can be considered as 
characterizing the transport of bubbles to the transverse plane 
x. Note that the ability to map simply from transverse plane to 
transverse plane depends upon the steady state hypothesis. 
A-5. Model Input 
As stated above, a hydrodynamic code must produce the fluid 
flow spectrum of velocities and their probabilities and the 
expected correlation time for which these velocities can be 
considered to exist. In addition the bubble dynamics must be 
input along with the input of suitable initial and boundary 
conditions. 
The radial growth velocity q(z,r) can be taken from the 
"dirty" bubble model wherein surface contaminents are assumed to 
produce rigid sphere type boundary conditions. 
As previously stated the initial data on some constant x 
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surface is assumed to be provided by some other means. It 
remains to clarify the sea surface boundary condition. 
Free surface boundary conditions are employed here on the 
fluid flow velocities. This means that 
(II-7) 	bc6)e 1 , 0) 	t) 	 4) ( 	, 0 	 6.° 	d 	) 	KIT 
de 
Note that the free surface boundary conditions imply that any 
bubble striking the free surface is lost from the wake since 
there is then no trajectory taking a bubble back down into the 
wake - the bubble terminal velocity is always directed towards 
the surface. Thus the free surface boundary conditions imply 
that knowledge of the bubble dirtribution on the initial data 
plane, the turbulent spectrum, and the bubble dynamic model 
(including dissolution) is sufficient to determine bubble wake 
evolution. 
B. Computer Characterization of the Random Walk Transport 
B-1. Program Description 
The three dimensional random walk code will involve the 
repeated passing of data from one three dimensional lattice 
space to another, a point in the nth lattice being denoted by 
the interger triplet (i„„j n ;k fl ) corresponding to values of the 
coordinates (yn,711 71). Figure IV illustrates the representation 
of the nth and (n+1)th lattice spaces by hyperplanes "normal" to 
the x (wake) axis with the horizontal direction in each case 
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corresponding to the combined (y, z) directions. The 
contribution of each of the velocity fields v (x,y,z;r) and 
q(z,r) to the bubble transport involves the "passing" of bubbles 
q)(yri ,z„,;rin ) from some initial point (y po zn ;rn ) in the nth plane 
along the 	(vtiA l q) streamlines to the lattice point (,C 4.4./ ) a",'i kyl).,)1/v 
(yroi ,z,11. ,;rni. ,) in the (n+1)th lattice space, as Figure IV 
illustrates. 
The program basically involves the following steps for each 
passage: 
1. Input of sufficient data to establish the set of 
trajectories 
2. A map consisting of the determination of each of the 
(xl ,zyonn ) for each (i nst.) 	;kn41 ) 
3. The determination of Li'(yn ,z h ;rn ) from knowledge of the 
Y(inl jokh ) at all the lattice points in the nth 
hyperplane 
4. The scaling of the 4(4„z,,;rn ) as per (II-6) into the 
4't4 	;k nn ) along each trajectory, and 
(i) 
5. The weighted averaging of theti „ ii ;k„,,) so 
obtained from all the velocity fields 0:e (` i;c1) via (II-1). 
The steps involve the following considerations. 
Step 2 involves integration backward in x along a 
trajectory from (i ni.1 ,j 4H ;km .3, 1 ) to an endpoint (yn ,z,;rn ) in 
the nth plane. Each such integration requires knowledge of 
v (x,y,z;r) and q(z,r) along the trajectory. Thus in step 1. 
velocity field must be input from a hydrodynamics code and will 
come in terms of values given along descrete steps in x. The 
random walk time step may in the case of a larger turbulent 
length scale be large in comparison to lax, which requires that 
v
te.:1 be fit using spline functions or treated as constant along 
each increment dx. The q(z,r) can be explicitly input as 
functions of z and r using the bubble dynamic theory for "dirty" 
bubbles. 
Step 3 requires determination of Yi(yn ,z n ;rn ) from knowledge 
of te(ih ,j rok n ) at the lattice points of the hyperplane. This 
requires input of a suitable interpolation scheme such as 
weighting the contribution of each of the nearest neighbor 
lattice points to (y,,,z,or,) as some function of the distances 
from the nearest neighbors. 
Step 4 involves the scaling of
(s)
along the trajectory via 
(II-6). This requires knowledge of q(z,r) along the trajectory, 
again given in terms of an explicit formula coming from the 
bubble dynamic theory. 
Step 5 involves the weighted average of the 4,60 passed 
along each of the i trajectories, and this must be done for each 
of the (i)141 ,jn ,„ ;knn ) lattice points. 
Successive iteration of steps 1-5 allows one to establish 
the time evolution of the wake bubble density. 
L. 4 
B-2. Random Walk Program Block Diagram 
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CONCLUSION 
Experimentally based analytical relations relating white 
cap coverage and subsurface bubble densities to sea state have 
been extrapolated to infer an estimate on subsurface bubble 
densities in equilibrium with white water at 100% coverage. 
Consistent with the notion of a stability point in the 
growth-decay curve of the surface ship white water, an estimate 
at this stability point was made for the volumetric bubble 
density in the water immediately below the white water. This 
bubble current density was then found to lead to a air volume 
current from below nearly equal to the air volume current 
produced by bursting bubbles at the upper white water surface, 
as estimated from experiments on white water. Since the latter 
currents were also found to be compatible with observed white 
water lifetimes and thickness measurements one can consider that 
a self consistent view of a connection between white water 
growth and subsurface bubble currents exists and is applicable 
to surface ship bubble generation using observed lifetimes of 
surface ship white water wakes. The resulting densities and sea 
state distribution laws are compatible with those inferred from 
acoustic measurements. 
It remains to dive a relation between the subsurface bubble 
density scale and ship speed. These are supplied by relating ;7 
to observed white water length through surface ship white water 
scaling laws as given in Pelt:5.er , in particular 
. 3 Z 
(I-28) 	
(4,4414s1/1- — Ss) 	 (1 3.3- LA si/2.— Cs) 
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where n is the number of propeller revolutions per second. 
Hence one has an estimate, via (1-23) of the time average scale 
for the volumetric subsurface bubble density in the white water, 
 region. 
The random walk description of bubble transport is straipht 
forward. it involves the passing of data from ore transverse 
(to the white water) data plane to another, with the bubble 
density on an initial data plane and with possible fluid flow 
fields and their probabilities as input. 
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WHITE WATER SURFACE BUBBLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Patch Status 	 r. 	 7-7 	 A 	 Ve.. /Va, 
0/cm 2 (cro 	) (.crn ) 
initial t(5sec 23.22 .06 .03 .79 
mature 5<t(10 21.17 .081 .02 .30 
decaying 10(t(30 6.00 .20 .045 .33 
